GOAL English
Introduction to Grammar

Test 12 - Lesson 17 – Practice 2

PRONOUN-ANTECEDENT AGREEMENT 2 - Mixed
Directions:

Fill in the sentences using the correct pronoun from this list: he, his, him, her,
their, its. Underline the word to which the pronoun refers.

Example:

Mike, together with his wife, bought his new car.

1) Everybody in GOAL English is getting ______ homework completed.
2) Each of the girls lost ______ dolls.
3) Not only Karen but also her sons received ______ awards.
4) The winning team of all the games has ______ celebration tonight.
5) Joe, as well as the women, ate ______ lunch.
6) Everything in the pantry must be in ______ correct order.
7) Neither the daughter nor the son knew where ______ parents went.
8) Three-fourths of the class members pass ______ tests.
9) The papers in the book were not in ______ proper place.
10) Neither of the dogs from the pound went for ______ walk.
 Stop here and check your work.
11) The school band had ______ performance played on the radio.
12) The teacher and the student went to ______ classroom.
13) Someone wrote ______ name on the sidewalk.
14) Either Erin or James from Accounting left ______ ledger here.
15) Jeanne, along with Steve, visited ______ parents.
16) Neither Ian nor Andy knew where ______ was going.
17) The committee of seven people made ______ opinion known.
18) Neither the papers nor the book on the table has ______ pages numbered.
19) Dale, as well as Colin, lost the keys to ______ motorcycle.
20) The hurricanes have destroyed the towns and ______ surrounding areas.
 Check your work.
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GOAL English
Introduction to Grammar

Test 12 - Lesson 17 – Practice 2

PRONOUN-ANTECEDENT AGREEMENT - KEY

Directions:

Fill in the sentences using the correct pronoun from this list: he, his, him, her,
their, its. Underline the word to which the pronoun refers.

Example:

Mike, together with his wife, bought his new car.

1) Everybody in GOAL English is getting his/her homework completed.
2) Each of the girls lost her dolls.
3) Not only Karen but also her sons received their awards.
4) The winning team of soccer players has its celebration tonight.
5) Joe, as well as the women, ate his lunch.
6) Everything in the pantry must be in its correct order.
7) Neither the daughter nor the son knew where his parents went.
8) Three-fourths [of the class members] pass their tests. [3/4s is made plural by prep phrase]
9) The papers in the book were not in their proper place.
10) Neither of the dogs from the pound went for its walk.
 Stop here and check your work.
11) The school band had its performance played on the radio.
12) The teacher and the student went to their classroom.
13) Someone wrote his/her name on the sidewalk.
14) Either Erin or James from Accounting left his ledger here.
15) Jeanne, along with Steve, visited her parents.
16) Neither Ian nor Andy knew where he was going.
17) The committee of seven people made its [opinion] known. [opinion is sing. = committee as 1 body
made 1 opinion known]

18) Neither the papers nor the book on the table has its pages numbered.
19) Dale, as well as Colin, lost the keys to his motorcycle.
20) The hurricanes have destroyed the towns and their surrounding areas.
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